Introduction
Existing tissue equivalents for musculoskeletal engineering generally require days to manufacture, depending on cell activity to produce or populate scaffolding material. Plastic compression (PC) involves a rapid cellindependent expulsion of water from cellular collagen hydrogels creating mechanically stable, viable tissue sheets in a matter of minutes. This study investigated the effect of restricted PC on gels (by varying the compression type), in an attempt to produce structurally versatile collagen scaffolds compared to the current sheets/spirals, whilst retaining/improving mechanical properties and cell viability.
Materials and Methods
Acellular type I collagen hydrogels underwent restricted PC on their small axis using varying pressures [46g/cm 2 , 91g/cm 2 , 136g/cm 2 and secondary compression with 46g/cm 2 (SC)]. Cell-seeded hydrogels (with adult human dermal fibroblasts of cell densities 0.5 x 10 6 and 1 x 10 6 ) underwent SC. Fluid loss and calculated collagen density was derived from change in weight; morphological analysis of acellular constructs was assessed using SEM; mechanical properties were tested using a dynamic mechanical analyser (DMA); metabolically active cell number determined by Alamar blue assay on day 0 and day 2.
Results
SC & higher pressures produced statistically significant increases in fluid loss, calculated collagen density, break stress and modulus. Peak break stress was 1.26 ± 0.35 & 1.09 ± 0.33 MPa for 136g/cm 2 and SC respectively compared to 0.04 ± 0.01 MPa for 46g/cm 2 . Although not quantitavely analysed, greater lamellae contact was also observed in the SC constructs from morphological analysis (fig 1) . The higher cell density scaffold (1 x 10 6 ) showed statistically significant decrease in metabolically active cell viability after 2 days. Viability was 55 and 41% at day 2 (respectively for low and high cell density constructs.) This may have been due to the limitations in nutrient transfer due to high cell density. 
Discussion and Conclusions
Restricted PC results in increased mechanical properties compared to sheet/spiralled constructs. However, these properties still fall short of the strongest of native tissues such as tendon. Although structurally versatile scaffolds are produced, the current technique needs to be improved in order to maintain cell viability.
